Surface As A Service
A wealth of new opportunities

Surface as a Service represents a change that
some businesses simply might not know they
are ready for.
It could be that they just aren’t fully aware of the
benefits yet.
So, if you want to help your customers realise
those benefits, it pays to read this guide. We’ll look
at what Surface as a Service is, what you can gain
from it and how you can overcome obstacles and
better demonstrate what’s on offer.
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What is Surface as a Service?
Surface as a Service from Microsoft allows business
to pay a monthly subscription to use the right
mixture of Surface devices, additional software
and services including cloud and customer support.
It’s designed for businesses of all sizes and can also
be tailored depending on business needs. The full
range of available products and services that can be
customised spans the whole Surface range of devices.
Flexible pricing and scalable contract periods are two
more features of Surface as a Service. Subscriptions
run for 12, 24 or 36 months, which helps to give your
customers complete control over their expenditure.
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As a reseller, what’s in it for you?
Surface as a Service can play a key part in a customer’s digital
transformation journey. And, in turn, digital transformation
can be hugely significant for business success.
Businesses that are implementing digital transformation are
23 times more likely to acquire customers. It’s no wonder that
89% of enterprises have adopted or have plans to adopt a
digital-first business strategy.
It’s good news for business, plays to the strengths of Surface as a
Service and presents you with a significant chance to contribute,
compete and capitalize.
Here are some of the opportunities that you can take advantage
of with Surface as a Service.
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Become an extension
of a customer’s business
Influence how your customers use Surface as a
Service and offer them advice and knowledge
of how it can be better utilised in their business.
On-going subscriptions allow you to become
a partner in your customer’s business growth,
positioning you as a trusted advisor that can offer
products, software and services tailored to their
specific business requirements. You’ll also get
an increased opportunity to cross-sell additional
products and services and have a greater view
and control of the sales process.

Secure ongoing revenue
Subscription models provide your customers
with predictable budgets and give you a consistent
income, with the control and security that repeated
revenue brings.
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Be the first port of call in the future

Use lower upfront costs to influence sales

Surface as a Service can offer you the opportunity to have
long-term engagement with your customers when it comes
to transactions. Working in this way makes you the first point
of contact for any additional purchases and puts you one step
ahead of the competition.

Using a more traditional model, resellers need to heavily
invest in customer acquisition and, given the large upfront
costs of software, more resources are required to pursue
and bring customers to conversion. But because Surface
as a Service doesn’t have the high upfront cost, it makes
it easier to convince your customers to buy.
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Add more value through new services
Depending on customer needs, you’ll have various opportunities
to add extra value with features from Surface as a Service.
For example, you could sell the advantages of collaboration
tools such as Microsoft Teams. Plus, there are several features
designed to address the all-important issue of security:
•

Office 365 Advanced Threat Protection prevents malicious
email attachments

•

Data Loss Prevention identifies, monitors and protects
sensitive information

•

Compliance Manager lets customers manage the
end-to-end compliance process

•

Azure Information Protection facilitates BYOD and
protects email data

•

Microsoft Secure Store assesses security readiness
and seeks to fix any issues

Develop your USPs
You may also choose to differentiate your Surface as a Service
offering to stand out from the crowd and provide some unique
solutions. For instance, you could focus on a particular industry
and its challenges or develop value-added intellectual property
to address process automation.
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Now is the time…
It’s a great time for you to build on the
opportunities that Surface as a Service offers.
While migration to Windows 10 – particularly
in advance of end-of-support for Windows 7 in
January 2020 – has driven sales in 2019, that sales
boost won’t last forever.
But customers will continue to look for an IT
strategy that’s secure and low cost. Surface as a
Service could be the answer for those customers
and can offer you a platform for long-term, robust
income opportunities.
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A changing workplace
We’ve touched upon the desire for and move
towards digital transformation.
And it’s also worth looking at how Surface as a
Service can aid this change by addressing key
demands in modern workplaces.
In the future, 9 out of 10 jobs will require digital skills.
People need to learn these skills and be in a work
environment where they are used to deliver business
success. The unique cloud capabilities and advanced
devices offered by Surface as a Service facilitates this
requirement, including in three important areas.
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Culture –
the new currency

Working environment
– the accessible, everywhere office

Technology – enabling secure
working and collaboration

91% of employees believe that a
business’ technology choices reflect
the company’s culture. Trusted
platforms such as Microsoft’s
Surface as a Services can provide
business pedigree and, crucially,
influence how its culture is perceived.

More people are working remotely
and there is a real requirement for
anywhere-anytime productivity,
together with the assurance that work
is being carried out safely and
securely. And with the millennial
workforce choosing employers based
on flexible working, international
opportunities and fulfilling work,
your customers should see the
attraction of having a trusted solution
like Surface as a Service in place.

When it comes to security, 43% of
cyber-attacks target small businesses.
That’s why Windows 10 Pro is
standard on Surface devices, while
Microsoft 365 offers even more robust
protection. Plus, Surface devices backed with Microsoft 365 - provide
users with cloud-based business
apps, collaboration tools and easy
connectivity. That’s especially important
when the workforce demographic is
shifting towards millennials who are
much more collaborative, multi-task
more frequently, and use multiple
devices to connect with their business.
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The main objections
– and the solutions to them
You might need to address questions or concerns
about adopting Surface as a Service. These might
be doubts in customers’ minds, while we’re also
fully aware that it might be you yourself who
needs convincing.
It’s realistic to assume that there may be objections,
which is why you’ll find it useful to know what the
answers to them are.
We’ve listed what we think are the most common
objections – and how to overcome them.
1. Security

6. Change

2. Control

7. Upskilling

3. Skills

8. Differentiation

4. Marketing

9. Budgeting

5. Product investment
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1. Security

Objection:

Solution:

Distance enhances the potential for security breaches

Backup and encryption of data

With Surface as a Service, data is stored on external servers –
and companies must be convinced that it’s safe and cannot be
accessed by unauthorised parties.

Security in the cloud is an obvious and very important concern,
which is why many steps have been taken to ensure data is
safe, with enhancements coming in the form of the backup and
encryption of data.
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2. Control
Objection:
Disruptive vendor services can reduce control
Businesses could be wary of an over-reliance on outside
vendors to provide the Surface as a Service software,
keep it up and running, track and report accurate billing
and facilitate a secure environment for business data.

Solution:
Surface as a Service puts control
back in the customers hands
With Surface as a Service, customers benefit from automatic
updates and the latest patches to ensure they always have the
latest technology and are never lagging behind their competition
in terms of productivity and security. The subscription policy of
Surface as a Service also ensures predictive regular billing for
forecasting and managing money better, while offering a
secure environment with data backup services to put
customers’ minds at ease.
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3. Skills

Objection:

Solution:

Employee skills need to advance alongside
Surface as a Service and cloud improvements

Surface as a Service enables employee focus
to be redirected to more important objectives

While updated versions of applications are regularly adopted,
an enterprise might think it’s not ready to make such a change or
doesn’t want to incur the costs of training users in the new version.

Both automatic updates and the subscription nature of Surface as
a Service free up resources internally to focus on more productive
business goals – including training.
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4. Marketing

Objection:

Solution:

Inability to market and sell cloud solutions

Microsoft has launched a digital skills
programme for the UK

A lack of digital skills means resellers are struggling to effectively market
their cloud and Surface as a Service solutions. This has also seen some
resellers jumping on the bandwagon and simply adding the ‘cloud’
buzzword, without the skills to support their messaging.
The potential knock-on effect is damaging and can reduce customer trust.
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To help overcome this, Microsoft has launched a digital skills
programme to improve knowledge. This includes free training for
products like Surface as a Service, enabling business development
as part of the Surface as a Service support package.
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5. Product investment
Objection:
Maturity will impact the evolution
of Surface as a Service
There’s a belief that once a software package or Surface
as a Service product hits maturity and the vendor has
its natural market share, there’s a strong incentive for
the IP owner to stop investing in it. Instead, the software
manufacturer reduces the amount of new functionality
and does the absolute minimum to keep the product
current, meaning its value tends to erode.

Solution:
Functionality is enhanced,
not reduced
Surface as a Service isn’t affected by maturity and software
updates offer the latest new features, experiences, and
capabilities, which simply enhances functionality instead of it
being reduced. This faster refresh cycle increases productivity
and serves as an added employee benefit.
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6. Change

Objection:

Solution:

Surface as a Service changes too much

Change is good

The flip side of the situation described in number 6 is a perception that if a
product keeps changing, a company will be forced to upgrade to the latest
iteration, which may be costly and disruptive.

Change doesn’t have to be costly or disruptive – and with Surface
as a Service, it isn’t. Instead, it helps businesses lower up-front
costs, eliminates the need for time-consuming device audits and
makes it easier to stay compliant with a subscription-based, peruser licensing model.
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7. Upskilling
Objection:
There’s a lack of skills or not enough staff within the industry
With the lack of digital skills in the UK tech industry, resellers say that
they are struggling to provide the necessary tools and skills needed
to sell and deliver cloud solutions such as Surface as a Service.
•

37% of cloud resellers identified
a lack of staff skills or not having
enough staff in their organisation
to support the solutions as one of
their biggest challenges.

•

51% agree that cloud services
had given them a competitive
edge in the market – however,
without the requisite skills in their
organisations, resellers risk missing
out on the potential benefits that
cloud services can offer them.

Solution:
Surface can be a recruiting tool
Both customers and resellers can leverage new Surface
devices as a competitive edge as they recruit a new,
skilled workforce. As we’ve mentioned, they could
be a key part of attracting the hungry-for-innovation
and creative millennial workforce. Also, as part of the
Surface as a Service package, Microsoft is teaching
free digital skills to ensure millennials, and all
generations, become leaders in cloud computing
and new technologies.
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8. Differentiation
Objection:
Inability to stand out from the competition
As the cloud market is maturing, customers have a myriad
of cloud resellers and Surface as a Service opportunities to
choose from. For resellers, it makes it harder to differentiate
their individual offering. Meanwhile, the end-user is paralysed
and confused by so much choice - 77% of UK CIOs agree
they find it difficult to establish and implement the cloud and
software services most suitable for their organisations.

Solution:
Surface as a Service is the difference
Surface as a Service itself can provide the difference, as it can
be optimized to meet customer needs. It can therefore give
the customer their own, unique experience while putting
distance between a reseller and a competitor’s services.
The risk of too much choice and customer confusion can also
be mitigated by a partner who is experienced in Windows 10
and cloud deployments and by the simplicity offered through
Surface as a Service. For example, resellers can help businesses
develop a device security and management strategy with the
unique features of Windows 10. Meanwhile, businesses can
view subscriptions and usage for Microsoft cloud services in
their partner portal for easier management with one contract,
one user account, one support contact, and one simplified bill.
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9. Budgeting

Objection:

Solution:

The transition to smaller, long-term payments
isn’t guaranteed

Finance and resource flexibility

Instead of a big upfront sale with smaller ones down the line, Surface as
a Surface represents a much lower upfront commission with the aim of
keeping that at the same level over a longer period. However, there is no
guarantee that the customer will go the distance.
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Surface as a Service lowers the barrier to entry for customers by shifting
the financial investment from a capital expenditure to an operational
expenditure. For one thing, it means predictable monthly costs. But it’s
also a great option for small and midsize businesses looking for scalability
and flexibility in hardware and IT deployment. For example, a switch to
operational expenditure can free-up an IT department to let it explore
new products and technologies that contribute to business expansion and
success. The attraction of Surface as a Service should therefore provide
plenty of reasons for a customer to stick with it over the longer term.
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Need to know more?
We hope you’ve found this guide useful. To further understand
what solutions and services you can offer to your customers,
take a look at Westcoast’s educational resources.
•

To find out more about Westcoast’s Surface as a Service
products and bundles, please follow the link provided below:

surface.westcoast.co.uk/surface-as-a-service

•

To find out more about Westcoast’s Surface as a Service
process offering, please view the infographic provided in
the following link:

www.westcoast.co.uk/surface

0118 912 6000 | surface@westcoast.co.uk
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